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Eros in the Void 
Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung

  

 
This year Experimental 6 will develop architectures that tend towards non-typological: ‘generic’ and yet precise build-
ings with substantial form that do not assume, plan or idealise future forms of  daily life and the self, but instead 
establish a stage for its collective reinvention. Each student will conduct an extensive close reading through draw-
ing and writing of  at least 2 different subjects or groups. One should exemplify an emerging or established status 
quo, and the other should somehow be rejecting it. We will produce genealogies on the historical emergence of  
these subjects and their space, and draw anatomies of  their architecture, objects, routines, rituals and habits.

We are interested and hope to learn from the ways that people are always ‘misappropriating’ and ‘misusing’ the 
city, its architectures and infrastructures, ‘profaning’ them from their intended, idealised, canonical, ‘sacred’ and 
instrumentalising functions. In other words, in how city is always being freed from its capture in the ‘plan’ and the 
‘spectacle’ - collectively (re)appropriated, and its forms opened to free, unforeseen and un-’designable’ uses that 
are in a perpetual state of  common, negotiated becoming.
 
As architects, we will work to suspend our initial impulse to idealise, sublimate, get trapped in the image or ‘prob-
lem solve’ per se. We will question our impulse to not even reject contemporary ‘superficiality’, nihilism, depolitici-
sation, the explosion of  ‘junk’ or a continued breakdown of  historical forms of  community. These phenomena, 
while of  course intimately entangled with new forms of  instrumentalising domination, are also already carrying 
out a positive destruction of  its historical instantiations - “where danger grows, grows too saving power”. For too 
long, unwittingly, and despite even the best of  our intentions, we architects have been complicit in the shutting down 
of  a possibility for radically different worlds and of  a ‘pure potentiality’ that - behind the games and distractions - 
characterises our very human being in common. At their highest ambition, our projects might seek to affirm this 
essential ‘openness’ and think about how we can use architectural form to welcome the emergence of  a politics, 
community and individual that can never be designed.

Brendon Carlin has been a Unit Master at the AA since 2011, is a candidate with AA PhD City-Architecture and director of  
AAVS Tropicality. Brendon has led several realised architecture and city projects, and practised and taught on six continents with 
distinguished institutions and studios.

James Kwang-Ho Chung is a Unit Master at the AA, a lecturer with the Royal College of  Art, and an architectural designer for 
Hopkins. He has been practicing in numerous studios realising many built projects, has lectured and taught with several universities 
including the AA, RCA and Leeds School of  Architecture since 2013. 

Brief  Abstract
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Sung Vin Cho _ An open domestic landscape - No Rooms, No Façade and No Floors 
shielded under an ‘infrastructure’ of individual small ‘goshiwon’ rooms for sleeping
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Plan, 841mm x 841mm, Melanie Rich. 

ADS9 ONE ROOM: SLEEPING WITH STRANGERS | ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART 2018

Internal Perspective, 297mm x 420mm, Melanie Rich. 

ADS9 ONE ROOM: SLEEPING WITH STRANGERS | ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART 2018

Internal Perspective, 297mm x 420mm, Melanie Rich. 

ADS9 ONE ROOM: SLEEPING WITH STRANGERS | ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART 2018

Melanie Rich _ City-as-Building for Students and the Elderly-Continuous Space of Caves 
Occupy ever Other Level (Plan at Top) and Level of ‘Open fields’ on Every Level In-Between

RCA ADS9 2017/18 Brendon Carlin, John Ng, James Kwang-Ho Chung, Maria Paez
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There is, however, another form of impoverishment, less visible yet equally devastating… This is the loss produced by 
the long history of capitalist assault on our autonomous powers. I refer here to that complex of needs, desires, and ca-
pacities that millions of years of evolutionary development in close relation with nature have sedimented in us, which 
constitute one of the main sources of our resistance to exploitation. I refer to our need for the sun, the wind, the sky, 
the need for touching, smelling, sleeping, making love, and being in the open air, instead of being surrounded by closed 
walls (keeping children enclosed within four walls is still one of the main challenges that teachers encounter in many 
parts of the world). Insistence on the discursive construction of the body has made us lose sight of this reality. Yet this 
accumulated structure of needs and desires that has been the precondition of our social reproduction has been a pow-
erful limit to the exploitation of labor, which is why, from the earliest phase of its development, capitalism had to wage 
a war against our body, making it a signifier for all that is limited, material, and opposed to reason.

Silvia Federici, Re-enchanting the World, Feminism and The Politics of  the Commons, p190.
Re-enchanting the World, Feminism and The Politics of the Commons, p190.

This year, as an evolution and new stage of  the experiment conducted last year in the Unit, Ex6 will design exper-
imental architectures around already emerging re-inventions of  everyday life.
 
In many or most cases, our giant-house-projects, or neighbourhood-as-building projects, will have a critical scale and 
population. Following from the research of  the author P.M. who has a great deal of  experience with commoning 
and housing, this scale should be around 450-800 people, which would likely be around 15,000m2 (10,000m2 to 
20,000m2). Because we have departed from very particular research in a particular context etc though some pro-
ject may not end up necessarily proposing a ‘giant house’ but completely reconceive of  the role of  the architect 
or housing altogether.

These new architectures for daily life will give form to experiments with alternative scales, organisations and 
processes of  inventing (re)productive activities. This ultimately demands of  architecture a new role, requires a 
reformulation of  its goals and methods, and new imaginations of  its forms. 

Reproduction can be said to consist of  the activities we perform and purchase to maintain and reproduce our-
selves, forms of  subsistence and sustenance which include for instance bathing, cooking, sleeping, cleaning, pro-
ducing food and goods, education and care of  children, and production of  shelter. Some, like the scholar and 
activist Silvia Federici, insist that reproductive labour cannot be disentangled from emotional care. Therefor we 
should also recognise its inseperability from social reproduction or the becoming of  attitudes, values, habits, iden-
tity and by extension, life experiences. In other words, when we say that we will experiment with alternative scales, 
forms and modes of  reproduction we suggest that we might radically challenge the status quo, inherited forms 
and cycles of  reproduction which shape who we are, what we value, how we think, our habits and therefor the 
experience we have as a texture of  our life. 

We should recognise that when we begin to do this - to disavow or disregard normalised mainstream ways of  
living daily life - we open up a potentially even more important possibility: that of  beginning a process of actually 
democratising forms of  daily life; debating its forms with everyone who is participating and collectively pursuing 
the construction of  future society. In this way we could argue we open up to a real direct manifestation of  col-
lective and individual desire and rationality. Real democracy must include a debate and continuous evolution and 
inventiveness in the most fundamental aspects of  life, like for instance the ways in which we produce, prepare and 
consume food, the ways we bath or the ways in which children are cared for and educated. A real democratising 
of  daily life would engage with rationality, inventiveness, imagination, debate and resolution at the scale of  the 
community, in relation to its particular challenges and context. 

The Project: Introduction, Terms, Trajectories
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As mentioned, we will depart from research into existing communities, subjectivities or events that are already 
experimenting with new ways, scales, forms and aesthetics of  ‘commoning’ reproduction. Commoning refers to 
a mode of  organising life or relationships as well as a mode of  stewardship of  resources that are neither private 
nor public (held by and with authority over by the state) that is concerned with democratic participation, steward-
ship, reciprocity and rationality based on experience and particularities in a given context and situation. Therefore, 
commoning practices reject the instrumental abstractions formulated through history to empower patriarchies, 
individuals and to accumulate labour into the grain houses, church coffers, banks, and private possessions for the 
increasingly few, all at the cost of  the planets eco-systems and local and individual self-determination. As dis-
cussed, commoning reproduction involves not only the form of  basic activities of  reproduction but a continuous 
process of  reformulation and improvement by all who participate, democratically. Practices of  democratised col-
lective reproduction and their spaces also become the sites of  politics, negotiation. This is an important spatial/
architectural aspect to consider in the giving of  form to these projects. For instance, a large dining and cooking 
hall will become the site of  direct democratic meetings to report on issues, suggestions, changes and to debate 
changes and rules of  the common.
 
Furthermore, when communities begin to ‘break away’ from dependency on the market society and its modes 
of  domination, they must also do the painful and scary work of  letting go of  their dependencies on certain of  
its ‘shelters’. This includes the ‘shell’ identities, beliefs, mythologies it provides to enrich our lives with a sense 
of  meaning and purpose – a horizon. On the other side of  the coin, one of  the mechanisms by which the con-
temporary city blackmails us into constant striving is through the withholding of  shelters, the breaking down of  
solidarity through fame, competition, technologies. As Mircea Eliade and others like Paolo Virno have discussed, 
it is necessary for humans to believe in something beyond themselves, to have places of  higher meaning and as-
piration; references against total danger, uncertainty and contingencies of  existing in this vast and unpredictable 
universe (one that is internal as well as external). To have a place of  higher meaning and aspiration, we need new 
forms of  Axis or existential security space. It is one of  the theoretical contentions of  the brief  that these kinds 
of  Axis are created through the basic and fundamental imperative of  the commons – not to be dominated, not 
to dominate, but to reciprocate. Not only does this give a focal reference horizon for a never-ending practice and 
struggle, but it opens up the possibility for the dignity of  the individual; to a system of  knowledge based empha-
sising the primacy and authenticity of  individual experience. A potential for the establishing of  one’s own meaning 
space, a metaphysics of  the individual. 
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Vian Rasool _ Soft Typology: A House for 300 women with No Rooms, No Walls and No Façade
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What has been called ‘radical’ experimentation in the past – new extreme participatory inventions of  daily life in 
a horizontal (democratic, one person one vote, one voice) way that lead to very unusual cultures and tempos of  
daily life, and to complete overturning of  taboos – seem increasingly not radical but hyper-practical, as we face 
a series of  crisis unparalleled in recorded history. Here we shouldn’t speak only of  the ecological crisis, the crisis 
of  war and dispossessions, or poverty, but also and ways that are completely entangled with the other points, a 
crisis of  meaning, enjoyment, fulfilment and self-determination in our lives. According to mainstream capitalist, 
objectivist, technology-optimist narratives, we should have reached middle class, freedom Utopia by now – which 
is clearly not at all the case.

Emancipation does not allow for prescriptions or model; it is a process that is always unfinished and must be experi-
enced individually.’ But if it is true that ‘one can only be emancipated by oneself,’ it is also true that there is a context, a 
‘space–time marked by the logic of emancipation and not by the logic of ‘first in the class’ – that is, a climate conducive 
to emancipation – that climate does not fall from the sky but is created by the collective activity of the social movements 
that are, to paraphrase Braudel, the ‘home of the common people’. Zibechi is here reflecting on social movements, 
but, I would argue, commons also are space–times, are the contexts of subjects…tracing the subject’s path jumping 
from system to system. From the perspective of the individual subjects experiencing emancipation, social movements 
and commons are two systems, both contexts in which individual subjects operate. To talk about emancipation from 
capital/state, or from its effects (poverty, stress, imposed work, global warming and ecological genocide, crap food, ad-
vertisements and plastic culture, consumerism, fear, egocentrism) is thus to talk about a collective process that creates 
a context in which individuals emancipate themselves. 
 
Thus, if commons ecologies become the context in which individuals and communities experience their process of eman-
cipation, our effort will be to problematise emancipatory commons, that is commons that, from the perspective of indi-
viduals within them, constitute not simple rules to be obeyed in order to get benefits, but contexts in which the subjects 
learn and experience for themselves the meaning of empowerment: ‘emancipation is not an objective but a way of life’ 
(Raúl Zibechi. Territories in Resistance: A Cartography of Latin American Social Movements. P49). 

Massimo De Angelis
Omnia Sunt Communia: On the Commons and the Transformation to Post-Capitalism, p358-359.
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Zhehao Hong _ No-House for Part-Time Hermits in the mountains outside of Xian
AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Kin Yat Uno Lam _ Temple for Doing Nothing: A House for 500 precarious 
young workers centrally organised around a space for do-nothing events (Plan and RCP)

AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Kin Yat Uno Lam _ Temple for Doing Nothing: A House for 500 precarious 
young workers centrally organised around a space for do-nothing events (Plan and RCP)
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Moreover, whatever dimension of social reproduction we look at, precarity, the condition of existence in which there is 
little or no predictability or security, is everywhere: in the means of life (casual work contracts, low wages, all forms of 
debt), in the foods we eat (whenever we think of their ingredients and trace their production, interrogate their manip-
ulation by agribusiness or the potential impact on our health), in housing condition and housing rights, in the growing 
racism and xenophobia, and so on. The capitalist neoliberal plan is no plan for the rest of us who are making social 
concerns and social reproduction the centre of our collective preoccupations. Under the neoliberal plan, each person 
must devote her life to sustaining competition, in conditions of ever-increasing resource constraints and corrupted 
goals, which reproduce the same collective problems. The only plan is to increasing precariousness of every aspect of life, 
again at a profit for capital.

De Angelis

Third, if domestic work is subsumed to the needs of the labor market, then familial, sexual, and gender relations are 
‘relations of production,’ and we should not be surprised by the contradictions that permeate them and our inability to 
make them fulfill our desires. This realization has been a liberating experience for women, and we can say that it has 
given the everyday “access to history and political life.” It has revealed that not only is the personal political, but the 
private/public divide is a ruse mystifying women’s unpaid work as a ‘labor of love.’…

As the capitalist crisis destroys the basic elements of reproduction for millions of people across the world, including in 
the United States, the reconstruction of our everyday life is a possibility and a necessity. Like strikes, social/economic 
crises break the discipline of wage work, forcing new forms of sociality upon us. This is what occurred during the Great 
Depression, which produced a movement of hoboes who turned the freight trains into their commons, seeking freedom 
in mobility and nomadism. At the intersections of railroad lines, they organized hobo jungles, prefigurations, with 
their self-governance rules and solidarity, of the communist world in which many of the hoboes believed…Once the 
economic crisis and the war came to an end, the hoboes were domesticated by the two great engines of labor power fix-
ation: the family and the house. Mindful of the threat of working-class recomposition during the Depression, American 
capital excelled in its application of the principle that has characterized the organization of economic life: cooperation 
at the point of production, separation and atomization at the point of reproduction…

The atomized, serialized family house that Levittown provided, compounded by its umbilical appendix, the car, not 
only made the worker sedentary but put an end to the type of autonomous workers’ commons that hobo jungles had 
represented.24 Today, as millions of American houses and cars are being repossessed, as foreclosures, evictions, and 
massive loss of employment are again breaking down the pillars of the capitalist discipline of work, new common 
grounds are again taking shape, like the tent cities that sprawl from coast to coast. This time, however, it is women who 
must build the new commons, so that they do not remain transient spaces, temporary autonomous zones, but become 
the foundation of new forms of social reproduction…

If the house is the oikos on which the economy is built, then it is women, historically the houseworkers and house pris-
oners, who must take the initiative to reclaim the house as a center of collective life, one traversed by multiple people 
and forms of cooperation, providing safety without isolation and fixation, allowing for the sharing and circulation of 
community possessions, and, above all, providing the foundation for collective forms of reproduction. As has already 
been suggested, we can draw inspiration for this project from the programs of the nineteenth-century materialist fem-
inists who, convinced that the home was an important “spatial component of the oppression of women,” organized 
communal kitchens and cooperative households, calling for workers’ control of reproduction.25
These objectives are crucial at present. Breaking down the isolation of life in the home is not only a precondition for 
meeting our most basic needs and increasing our power with regard to employers and the state. As Massimo De Angelis 
has reminded us, it is also a protection from ecological disaster.

Federici

References: Reproduction, Commoning, Architecture
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Kah Ling Kong _ A City as House for 300 Women with No rooms and No façade
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Zhehao Hong _ No-House for Part-Time Hermits in the mountains outside of Xian
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Part of  the goal of  the series of  exercises and briefs through the year will be to start rooting out and rejecting 
architectures allegiance to domination. These tendencies are often hard to detect because they are nestled within 
even the best of  our intentions. Typology in housing emerged as a bio-political strategy during periods of  indus-
trialisation when life started to be organised and disciplined (and coerced, reflectively using desire) in order to 
extracting productivity from human beings for economic accumulation and growth. Typology and the rituals of  
daily life and values that it enforces and crystallises were part of  organising society through divisions of  labour 
(housewife), and, for instance, of  engraining of  pathologies like private possession and territoriality (private room 
for children consequently also here the dispossession of  an ability to negotiate with others and to share) and ex-
panded consumption (separation of  functions in house and overabundance of  labour and leisure machines and 
furnitures). Furthermore, an entire culture industry of  consolation, spectacles, mythologies and distractions grew 
to help compensate and alleviate the alienation, lonlieness, lack of  non-monetary relationships and experiences, 
anxiety and repetitiveness of  this reality of  drudgery in work – of  bull-shit-jobs! That cultural production as a 
mask and mechanism that prolongs the Empire of  bull-shit-jobs has become the main source of  accumulation of  
our energies in countries like the UK, and US.

This kind of  organisation and rationalisation of  life around industrial, and administrative and service-based work 
for profit has created all kinds of  inescapable contradictions because humans are emotional, ever changing spe-
cies with desires for freedom that will always clash with our exploitation – regardless of  its form.  Therefore, as 
architects we must begin to reject our compulsions to symbolic, programmatic, typological thinking that serve 
hierarchy and the abstract imposition of  rituals, divisions of  labour and values. We will reject capital’s calls to pour 
the best years of  our lives and energy into resolving its inescapable contradictions. Reject its compulsion towards 
producing the new-for-new’s sake and the spectacles or nostalgic phantasmagorias that have locked architecture 
into a downward spiral of  “bad infinity”. As mentioned, instead, we will seek out collective- and self-actualising 
forms-of-life, solidarity and subjectivity emerging from within and against the blackmail and isolation wrought by 
our crisis. Through research into the evolution of  emerging and existing strategies on the ground working towards 
commoning reproduction, we will develop experimental architectures that do not aim to instruct, idealise and impose, 
but instead bolster these efforts and trajectories, and develop for them new weapons and ideas. Architectures with 
might help them cut, separate and carve out new spaces of  opposition. Help develop frameworks or Orders with-
out fixity. Develop Axis which might open up spaces for the praxis of  politics, solidarity and difference. Concrete 
empty signs to establish orientation (cosmos) as optional points of  reference or return from which we might 
finally feel safe enough to explore the possibilities opened by the void. 

We have 4 key categories of  architectural / formal operation that will be important and that we might discuss 
throughout the year. They are: 
1. The Cut – Separation and Limit, as important formal distinction and boundary for new commons
2. Axial – political, identitarian (belonging of  non-belongers) form, space
3. Organisation / Rational – Distributive, organisations for rationalising labour and services etc
4. ‘Free’ – form and space that creates the choice for degrees of  privacy, anonymity, for the individual

Formal Strategies: Non-typological housing, the Relation to Architectural 
Form and Form-of-Life



Overview of Year’s Briefs + Calendar

The year will be organised into 2 main briefs, in term 1 a research brief  at the end of  which you will deliver a book 
and in term 2 a design project brief. There will also be a series of  short briefs in term 1 and a series of  workshops 
throughout the entire year. The specific assignment of  the brief  and deliverables will be given at the beginning of  
each of  these briefs.

Term 1

Research and Short Design Briefs

(1 Week) Model. Ordered (Rational), Axial, Free (Field, Cloud, Cave)
(5 Weeks) Seminar Series on Commoning Rerproduction
(12 Weeks) Research Brief: Commoning and Rituals of  Daily Life
(3 Days) House with No-Style Design Brief
(3 Days Workshop and 2-3-week delivery) 2 Redraws (Exemplary Buildings)
(2 Days) Economic Model Workshop with Ioanna
Lectures Series

Term 2

(3 Days) House on a Central Plan Design Brief
(11 Weeks) Core Design Project
Lecture Series

Term 3

(5 Weeks) Final Production of  Drawings, Models and Writing
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TERM 1  
  
WEEK 01 
24/09/2019 | Ex6 Presentation
26/09/2019 | Units Confirmed
27/09/2019 | Ex6 Intro
      Brief 1: Free, Rational, Axial
      Unit Dinner 

WEEK 02
30/09/2019 | Free, Rational, Axial
      Brief 2: Research Brief
     - Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
04/10/2019 | Free, Rational, Axial 
      (Final Model Crit)

WEEK 03
07/10/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
11/10/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
      
WEEK 04
14/10/2019 | 
      Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
15/10/2019 | Director Meeting w Students (1pm)
18/10/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
      Brief 3: Redraws 
      (w/ Weekend Workshop)

WEEK 05
21/10/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
25/10/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life

WEEK 06
Open Week (Trip to Korea)
28/10/2019 | Seoul In
01/11/2019 | Seoul Out

WEEK 07
04/11/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
08/11/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
      Redraws Pin-up

WEEK 08
Weekend Trip to Berlin
11/11/2019 | Term 1 Mid Term Crit
15/11/2019 | London to Berlin

WEEK 09
18/11/2019 | Berlin to London
22/11/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
      Economic Model Workshop

WEEK 10
25/11/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
29/11/2019 | Commoning and Rituals of Daily Life
      Brief 4: House with No Style 

WEEK 11
02/12/2019 | House with No Style Pin-up 
06/12/2019 | Research Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalised

Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House Compile All Deliverables (Essay, Redraw, House 
with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic with No-Style, House on a Central Plan, Economic 
Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project Model, Term 1 Final Drawing, Individual Project 
Brief etc)Brief etc)Brief etc)Brief etc)Brief etc)Brief etc)Brief etc)Brief etc)Brief etc)

WEEK 12
09/12/2019 | Research Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalisedResearch Book to be finalised
12/12/2019 | Term 1 Final Jury

X-MAS WEEK 01 
16/12/2019-22/12/2019

X-MAS WEEK 02 
23/12/2019-29/12/2019

X-MAS WEEK 03 
30/12/2019-05/01/2020
 

TERM 2 

WEEK 01
06/01/2020 | Design Project Starts
      Progress Reviews
      Research Book RecapResearch Book RecapResearch Book RecapResearch Book RecapResearch Book RecapResearch Book RecapResearch Book RecapResearch Book RecapResearch Book Recap
      Brief 5: House on a Central Plan
10/01/2020 | House on a Central Plan Pin-up
      Design Project   
      Open Day
  
WEEK 02 
13/01/2020 | Design Project
17/01/2020 | Design Project
  
WEEK 03
20/01/2020 | Design Project
24/01/2020 | Design Project
  
WEEK 04 
27/01/2020 | Design Project
31/01/2020 | Design Project
  
WEEK 05 (Open Week - All Classes Suspended)
03/02/2020 | Design Project
07/02/2020 | Design Project
      Winter Open Jury
 
WEEK 06
10/02/2020 | Design Project
14/02/2020 | Term 2 Mid Term Crit
  
WEEK 07  
17/02/2020 | Design Project
21/02/2020 | Design Project
 
WEEK 08 
24/02/2020 | Design Project
      3rd Year Year-out Meeting (1pm)
28/02/2020 | Design Project
  
WEEK 09
ETS Option 2 Interim Jury Week 
02/03/2020 | Design Project
06/03/2020 | Design Project

WEEK 10  
09/03/2020 | 2nd Year Previews
10/03/2020 
13/03/2020 | Design Project

WEEK 11
16/03/2020 | 3rd Year Previews
17/03/2020 
20/03/2020 | Design Project
      End of Term 2

Easter WEEK 01 
WC 23/03/2020 | Design Project
  
Easter WEEK 02
WC 30/03/2020  | Design Project
  
Easter WEEK 03
WC 06/04/2020 | Design Project
  
Easter WEEK 04
WC 13/04/2020 | Design Project
 

TERM 3 
WEEK 01  
20/04/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
22/04/2020 | ETS Option 2 Final Submission
24/04/2020 | TERM 3 CRIT (Term 2 Final Crit)
  
WEEK 02 
27/04/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
01/05/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
  
WEEK 03 
04/05/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
07/05/2020 | Spring Open Jury
08/05/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
  
WEEK 04
Final Jury Week: Showcasing 6 Juries per day
11/05/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
14/05/2020 | Final Jury (TBC)
  
WEEK 05  
18/05/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
22/05/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
 
WEEK 06  
25/05/2020 | Design Project, Portfolio
      (AA Closed)
29/05/2020 | 2nd Year Table Rehearsal
 
WEEK 07  
01/06/2020 | 2nd Year Table
02/06/2020
05/06/2020 | 3rd Year Table Rehearsl
  
WEEK 08
08/06/2020 | 3rd Year Table
09/06/2020
12/06/2020 |PR Exhibition Prep
  
WEEK 09 
16/06/2020 | RIBA Externals
  
WEEK 09  
18/06/2020 | PR Press Private View
19/06/2020 | Projects Review Opening
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Term 1

In term 1, for some of  the exercises we will be working in small groups of  3 students, for others and for your 
individual project brief  development you will work individually. Term 1 is structured mainly around as a series of  
short briefs to assemble a collective body of  knowledge and spatial experiments for the core design project.

Brief  1 

Design, Model: Ordered (Rational), Axial, Free (Field, Cloud, Cave)
27.09.18 – 05.11.18 | WEEK 1 | Duration - 1 Week
Output/Deliverables - 1:100 Model, 1 AO filled with ‘tissue sample’ drawings | Group of  3 work

We are launching directly and without warning into design. You will design a series of  drawings and designs for 
each of  the 3 types of  condition – free (soft abstraction, continuous space ex. Field, forest, caves, landscape), 
rational (hyper rational organisation, ex. repetitive, gridded), and axial space (archetypal, hard legible form or 
hard legible void) and think about how these different sit in relation to each other in the overall composition of  
a 5000m2 space. The construct should have more than more spatial quality, with subtle variations in density and 
shifts in spatial qualities and organisation.

You should use 1:100 scale people while making the model to make sure that you are aware of  the relationship 
between your spatial conditions/model and the body. What is important here is considering inhabitation and ex-
perience through your varying spatial conditions over time.

How to…
Organise sequence of  spaces, without determining a narrative
Organise flows, without determining entrance and exits
Organise nodes, without determining programmes
Organise forms, without determining context
Imagine a hybrid between interior and exterior spaces or natural and artificial environments.

What matters is…
- A clear spatial principle constructed as a scaled model
- Your ability to speculate highly imaginative and beautiful spaces
- Your definition of  “unconcealed”

The model should be beautiful, clean, and have no more than 2 colours 
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Free, Rational, Axial Spaces 1:100 Models
AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Brief  2

Emerging Forms of  Commoning
05.10.18 – 10.12.17 | Duration – 10 weeks
Output – Large format book, writings | Group & individual work
Format: A2 Portrait (A1 Spread) Book including research essay and drawings of  commoning, redraws, house with 
no style, house on a central plan, economic model

Each student will develop a book on their particular research into the examples of  commoning they studied in 
term 1. This book will also serve as an individual brief  for their project in term 2. The core component of  the 
research and key to the brief  is to identify emerging forms of  commoning, subjectivity/communities, and their 
events, and rituals. There is no set sites for the research, the specific site will be up to the student but should have 
some relation to your own life experiences meaning that it could be in your home or a related country, or in a con-
text that is experiencing a similar stage of  development to the one you have been raised in. The most important 
departure point or criteria for the research is to start with something that you are fascinated by. Another aspect 
of  this research brief  will likely to be to build an understanding of  the context out of  which these practices are 
emerging and what they are against. The search and research will be accompanied by a seminar series to define 
commoning and identify specific examples. 

We will begin the brief  by discussing what you should be looking for and providing examples. Twice a week at the 
beginning of  the term we will discuss what you have found and decide whether these are worth pursuing further 
for the completion of  the research. Please see the extended brief  text, and the books and essays in the bookshelf  
and seminar series for references to define what commoning is and to search for examples of  commoning to 
then begin to research for the project. An example of  a group or emerging subjectivity that is commoning might 
be a group who is deciding to create a form of  sustenance for themselves outside of  what is currently on offer 
in main stream or status quo culture and outside of  what is available on the market. Activities and relationships 
that are being invented by people themselves to give them forms of  subsistence, sustenance, meaning, knowledge 
and solidarity. For instance last year Zhehao researched a group of  mountain hermits in China who were building 
their own huts and common buildings for cooking and sleeping, and were also farming.. therefor removing their 
dependency from agro-business, the supermarket, the construction industry, restaurants and fast food or conveni-
ence stores, and even from the typical ritual mould of  the city in nuclear family life isolated in an apartment. There 
were also examples like Keaton’s project were he found a group of  people self-organising collective technology 
assisted meditation groups around which they organised lectures, learning and teaching. It seems that many of  
them did this because they were desperate for some community, sense of  meaning and learning that they did not 
find in the desert of  super competition, precarity and innovation for profits that is Silicone Valley.

Specific Deliverables:

- Research into emerging examples of  commoning, ‘subjectivities’ community, ritual and aesthetics
- 2000 – 3000 word academic short essay on the practices of  the community, the context out of  which they 
emerge and theoretical references that can be taken from the seminar series and your own research. We will do a 
short workshop on tricks, tips and shortcuts for finding valuable research.
- redrawn material images, plans, drawings as studies of  this commoning and the context
- diagrams on historical social/pollical/modes of  production and reproduction change in context behind 
the identified community – how did they emerge? 
- 2-3 sentence thesis statement about project as question - can be abstract, social, but must be specific
- 2-3 sentence Architectural question – must be a concrete clear translation of  thesis into an architectural 
brief  for form, space, materiality
- One sentence metaphorical / aphoristic description of  the projects form (for instance Ishigami always 
uses a metaphor like clouds around a tower to drive the formal articulation of  project, etc.)
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Kamal El Kharrat _ 75 meter tall Vertical House-slash-Incubator for 500 Youth in Beirut with No Core
AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Brief  3 

Redraws
15.10.18 – 9.11.18 | Duration – 4 weeks
Output – Scaled architectural drawings (Plan, Section, 3D), Interpretive drawings of  precedent projects

For this brief, you will be exposed to exemplary buildings that exhibit qualities of  the three spatial types described 
in the extended brief. Study these buildings by re-drawing them. A series of  digital skills workshop will take place 
alongside this brief  to teach the use of  Rhino, AutoCAD and Adobe Illustrator. Each student will have a set of  
precise architectural drawings and one interpretive drawing that embody the main spatial intention of  the exem-
plary building. The drawings will form part of  the research book.
What matters is…
- An understanding of  how space and the social is organised at the building scale
- An understanding of  how architects challenge and experiment with boundary and open-ness 

Sung Vin Cho _ An open domestic landscape - No Rooms, No Façade and No Floors 
shielded under an ‘infrastructure’ of individual small ‘goshiwon’ rooms for sleeping

AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Ruoning Wu _ A ‘Cathedral’ House of fixed domestic Islands for canal boat dwellers
AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Sung Vin Cho _ A House with No Style
AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Brief  4 

A House with No Style 
15.10.18 – 9.11.18 | Duration – 4 weeks
Output – 24 versions of  the same Outline of  a floorplan with different arrangements of  status quo elements
(we will also give a furniture with no-style component)

In 1992 Rem Koolhaas assigned Japan Architects yearly housing competition the theme, ‘A House with No Style’. 
The winning entry by Yosuke Fujiki simply took a rectangular plan of  32 square meters (8mx4m) and iterated 
100 versions of  simple arrangements of  walls, transparent walls, glass, toilet, bed, shower/bath, table, chairs and 
cooking area. Choose at random a few of  these versions and try to imagine what it would be like living in there.

We will hold a short 3-day competition in the unit with entries due at 14:30 on Monday the 14. Like Fujiki’s entry 
you should use a basic geometrical boundary – either square or rectangle – but in our case rather than a single in-
dividual or couple your proposal should experiment with spaces for 3 strangers and have exactly an area of  64 m2 
of  interior. Once you have set this basic boundary, follow roughly the idea Fujiki had, you can arrange in the space 
basic elements of  live/work including 1 unit of  small double bed (120x190cm) per person (that can be separate 
or combined, in one space or in separate divided spaces etc.), one desk unit per person (50x75cm or 75x75cm), an 
area of  dining table per person, a kitchen unit, 1-2 toilets, 1-3 showers, 1 bath (could be big?) –do not exceed these 
basic elements. You can also use partition walls, columns or curtains if  you need them. The object is to test varia-
tions, some more typical, some crazy – like Fujiki’s – and to imagine what it would be like to live in these versions.

Deliverables:

48 versions - 1:100 – laid out in a very simple way on A2 with a 1cm gap in between Use the key / the elements 
from the winning entry of  the Koolhaas competition
   

The key from the winning entry
- do not use more than the number of  elements in the key above – but for example instead of  using several 
types of  windows you can just use one type and use perhaps curtains or sliding walls. 

We will ask you as part of  a Term 1 book that you will produce from research and drawing to also include a 
10-point Manifesto for the 2nd term design project. To close the extended brief  we wanted to include the mani-
festo below, written by one of  our heroes, Franco Berardi, as a counter-reaction to the futurist manifesto written 
by F. T. Marinetti, in 1909.



1. We want to sing of  the danger of  love, the daily creation of  a sweet energy that is never dispersed.

2. The essential elements of  our poetry will be irony, tenderness and rebellion.

3. Ideology and advertising have exalted the permanent mobilisation of  the productive and nervous
energies of  humankind towards profit and war. We want to exalt tenderness, sleep and ecstasy, the
frugality of  needs and the pleasure of  the senses.

4. We declare that the splendor of  the world has been enriched by a new beauty: the beauty of  autonomy. Each to her own rhythm; 
nobody must be constrained to march on a uniform pace. Cars have lost their allure of  rarity and above all they can no longer perform 
the task they were conceived for: speed has slowed down. Cars are immobile like stupid slumbering tortoises in the city traffic. Only 
slowness is fast.

5. We want to sing of  the men and the women who caress one another to know one another and the world better.

6. The poet must expend herself  with warmth and prodigality to increase the power of  collective
intelligence and reduce the time of  wage labour.

7. Beauty exists only in autonomy. No work that fails to express the intelligence of  the possible can be a masterpiece. Poetry is a bridge 
cast over the abyss of  nothingness to allow the sharing of  different imaginations and to free singularities.

8. We are on the extreme promontory of  the centuries... We must look behind to remember the abyss of  violence and horror that 
military aggressiveness and nationalist ignorance is capable of  conjuring up at any moment in time. We have lived in the stagnant time 
of  religion for too long. Omnipresent and eternal speed is already behind us, in the Internet, so we can forget its syncopated rhymes 
and find our singular rhythm.

9. We want to ridicule the idiots who spread the discourse of  war: the fanatics of  competition, the fanatics of  the bearded gods who 
incite massacres, the fanatics terrorised by the disarming femininity blossoming in all of  us.

10. We demand that art turns into a life-changing force. We seek to abolish the separation between
poetry and mass communication, to reclaim the power of  media from the merchants and return it to the poets and the sages.

11. We will sing of  the great crowds who can finally free themselves from the slavery of  wage labour and through solidarity revolt 
against exploitation. We will sing of  the infinite web of  knowledge and invention, the immaterial technology that frees us from physical 
hardship. We will sing of  the rebellious cognitariat who is in touch with her own body. We will sing to the infinity of  the present and 
abandon the illusion of  a future.

The Post-Futurist Manifesto
Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi, February 2009
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Gina Yan Ying Zhang _ House of mirrors with fitness centre with 
No boundaries for the enthusiastic self-domestication of our bodies

AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Georgia Kestekoglou _ A Weekend House for 500 strangers floating in the forest centred around collective cooking
AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung
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Georgia Kestekoglou _ A Weekend House for 500 strangers floating in the forest centred around collective cooking
AA Intermediate 6 2018/19 Brendon Carlin and James Kwang-Ho Chung


